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CLADDING ELEMENT FOR 
CONSTRUCTING BUILDING FACADES 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] A. Field 
[0002] The invention relates to a cladding element for con 
structing building facades. 
[0003] B. RelatedArt 
[0004] In the prior art, many different modes of construc 
tion are known for making building facades. In some conven 
tional constructions, for instance, a facade of a building is 
constructed or formed of the masonry itself, closing the build 
ing on the outside by a masonry facade element, or facade 
elements adhered to the masonry, or by a plaster layer, or by 
concrete constructions, or by concealing means, such as 
glass, metal, or other suitable materials. The aforementioned 
constructions, Which belong to the ?eld of conventional 
facades and Which are naturally not exhaustively listed above, 
are understood here to be merely examples, and are typically 
?tted directly to the building to be built; that is, they are either 
set up directly on site Where the building is constructed or are 
prefabricated elseWhere and set up and ?tted directly to the 
building to suit structural requirements. 
[0005] All these facades, hoWever, depending on the type of 
the embodiment, have the disadvantage in that they are typi 
cally not suited to rapidly building a facade of a building, 
especially in the industrial ?eld, such as for making facades of 
factory and Warehouse buildings. 
[0006] To be able to overcome this problem, so-called lami 
nation or panel facades have been developed, Which comprise 
separate individual panel modules, Which are secured indi 
vidually to previously built frame constructions that are 
applied to an external masonry or other kind of outer Wall of 
a building. These individual panel modules having predeter 
mined lengths and predetermined Widths can intrinsically at 
least partly solve the problems of the knoWn, aforementioned 
conventional facade cladding solutions, since to a certain 
extent, With regard to geometric siZes, they can be manufac 
tured and furnished as mass-produced products, and individu 
ally adapting these individual modules at the site of the build 
ing construction currently requires relatively less effort than 
the above conventional constructions. 
[0007] HoWever, the disadvantage of these knoWn indi 
vidual panels is that an outer surface provided or lined With 
them still in principle remains open-faced in its entirety, since 
even When mounted on an outer surface, for example, the 
individual panels alWays remain individual panels, regardless 
of the siZe of the facade to be clad With them. Another disad 
vantage of these knoWn individual panels is that each indi 
vidual panel has to be mounted separately, and the speed at 
Which the outer surfaces of buildings is lined or clad is there 
fore relatively sloW; that is, a great deal of time is needed 
because each individual panel has to be taken up in the hand, 
and each one also must be separately mounted individually. 
Furthermore, facades embodied in this Way are typically not 
tight from all external angles of visual observation, so that 
often at certain angles of observation, the mounting elements, 
support elements and other elements, such as ducts and pipes, 
remain visible behind a facade made up of individual panels. 
[0008] It is accordingly the object of the present invention 
to create a cladding element With Which fast, tight and dimen 
sionally stable cladding of facades of buildings is possible, 
Which in the process forms a completely closed facade face 
Without using separate connecting elements. Another object 
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of the present invention is to make it possible to erect a facade 
that is free of separate Wall subconstructions such as are 
necessary in securing individual panels, and further Wherein 
the cladding element is prefabricatable in such a Way that, in 
principle, only in an individual case does it have to be cut to 
building-speci?c lengths that may be required by the struc 
tural speci?cations of the building to be clad. The cladding 
element also should be capable of being manufactured simply 
and economically. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] These objectives are attained by the invention in that 
a substantially platelike element, on Which a plurality of 
frontal protrusions of substantially angular cross section are 
disposed, Which protrude from a ?rst or front side of the 
platelike element, is provided. 
[0010] Unlike the former individual panel elements, 
according to the invention platelike cladding elements can in 
fact be furnished Which can ?nally have an arbitrary suitable 
length and an arbitrary suitable Width, and Which moreover, to 
create different visual appearances, can have an arbitrarily 
suitable number of the aforementioned angular frontal pro 
trusions that protrude from the front of the platelike element. 
If desired, the cladding element of the invention can be con 
sidered as a facade face that comprises an arbitrary number of 
integrally joined-together individual panels. 
[0011] The substantial advantage of the invention essen 
tially is that mounting such cladding elements of the inven 
tion can be done very quickly, since a large facade area can be 
covered With one element, depending on its prefabricated 
siZe. Since in fact there are no holes or openings of the kind 
that occur conventionally in facades built With individual 
panels, a facade constructed in this Way is in principle visually 
tight, and does not permit any passage through it of moisture, 
dust and media that act from outside on a facade clad accord 
ing to the invention. 
[0012] To enable joining together a plurality of the cladding 
elements quickly and securely and essentially Without tools 
and extraneous agents, the platelike element, on substantially 
diametrically opposite sides, such as at the top and bottom in 
the case of vertical mounting of the cladding element on an 
outer Wall or on a subconstruction, has connection devices, by 
Way of Which respectively adjacent cladding elements are 
connectable. 
[0013] Various connection devices on the cladding element 
are conceivable for attaining the goal of as tight a connection 
as possible With an adjacent cladding element. It has proved 
very advantageous to choose a construction for the connec 
tion device in Which the one connection device is embodied in 
the form of a protrusion of strutlike cross section, and the 
other connection device is embodied in the form of a receiv 
ing part of U-shaped cross section. Thus the strutlike protru 
sion of the one cladding element can simply be inserted 
detachably into the U-shaped receiving part of the adjacent 
cladding element for making the connection. The advantage 
of such a con?guration is that for purposes of repair, mainte 
nance and replacement, the cladding elements can be 
detached easily from one another, namely in that the strutlike 
protrusion of the one cladding element can easily be pulled 
back out of the U-shaped receiving part of the cladding ele 
ment adjacent to it. 
[0014] The structural features of the strutlike protrusion 
and of the corresponding U-shaped receiving part can be 
selected such that not only a substantially positive-engage 
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ment connection of tWo adjacent cladding elements but also a 
known positive connection of tWo adjacent cladding elements 
is possible; that is, the connections are each such that no 
separate auxiliary constructions using mechanical means, 
such as screWs, bolts, or adhesive means, are required. The 
selected construction according to the invention is capable of 
creating a facade cladding that is essentially free of support 
ing and auxiliary devices. 
[0015] In a further feature of the connecting element, the 
strutlike protrusion of the one connection device has a thick 
ened or offset portion on its free end, While conversely and 
advantageously, the U-shaped receiving part of the other con 
nection device has a thickened portion on the free end of a free 
leg. It is thus advantageously possible, With extremely simple 
means, to create an even more-secure and simpler connection 
of tWo adjacent cladding elements because of these advanta 
geous constructions of the cladding element, since in the 
connected state of tWo cladding elements the thickened or 
offset portion of the strutlike protrusion of the one connecting 
element engages in detent-locking fashion betWeen the thick 
ened portion of the one leg of the U-shaped receiving part. 
The thickened portions are each dimensioned such that When 
ever the thickened or offset end of the strutlike protrusion is 
introduced into the U-shaped receiving part, a slight elastic 
deformation of the tWo legs of the U-shaped receiving part 
occurs, until the thickened or offset portion on the strutlike 
protrusion of the one connection device has slid past the 
thickened portion on the one leg of the U-shaped receiving 
part of the other connection device, and the tWo elastically 
deformed legs of the U-shaped receiving part return to their 
undeformed original position. 
[0016] The cladding element can preferably be further 
re?ned such that the platelike element has a plurality of rear 
offset protrusions, Which protrude from a second or rear side 
of the platelike element. These offset protrusions, provided 
virtually on the rear side of the platelike element, can on the 
one hand serve to increase the connection stability of the 
cladding element, so that the platelike element can neverthe 
less be embodied as very lightWeight, and on the other hand, 
the protrusions themselves are also a simple means for 
enabling the cladding element to be braced on its rear side 
against the frameWork, masonry, or load-bearing construc 
tion of a building to be clad. Optionally the offset protrusions 
also be used as additional fastening means. 

[0017] In principle, the rear offset protrusions can be 
located at arbitrary suitable points on the second or rear side 
of the platelike element; the number and the choice of the 
offset protrusions can be selected as a function of the intended 
use of the cladding element in the context of the construction 
or manufacture of the cladding element. It is advantageous, 
since it is structurally simple to embody and since it creates 
high intrinsic stability of the cladding element in a simple 
Way, to locate the offset protrusions substantially diametri 
cally opposite the angular protrusions on the ?rst or front side 
of the platelike element. Thus nodes in the cross section 
material of the cladding element increase the stability of the 
cladding element. 
[0018] The front angular protrusions can in principle have 
arbitrary suitable angles relative to the angling of the legs of 
the angular protrusions connecting the angular protrusions to 
the platelike elements, and these angles can in principle even 
be of different siZes for one cladding element and different 
angular protrusions located thereon. HoWever, it is advanta 
geous to form the cladding element such that the connecting 
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legs of the angular protrusions form an angle that is greater 
than 90°; it is especially advantageous to select the angle such 
that it is essentially in a range of from 1 10° to 130°. By means 
of these angles listed, it Will alWays be assured that rainWater 
striking the cladding element, When the cladding element is 
mounted essentially vertically, can alWays drain off safely to 
the outside, or in other Words outWardly aWay from the clad 
ding element. 
[0019] The connecting leg of the angular protrusion, Which 
leg is connected to the platelike element and forms an angle 
With it, can also be adapted in an arbitrarily suitable Way to the 
platelike element in terms of its angle of attachment, and this 
angle is also a parameter that can be taken into account in the 
engineering design of the cladding element; that is, it can 
already be selected in the course of manufacture to suit the 
later use of the cladding element. 
[0020] In this respect again, hoWever, it is advantageous to 
design the cladding element such that the connecting leg of 
the angular protrusion forms an angle With the platelike ele 
ment that is less than 90°, and in this case as Well it is highly 
advantageous to select the angle essentially Within a range of 
from 70° to 50°. 

[0021] In still another advantageous embodiment of the 
cladding element, the region of the platelike element Where 
the associated leg of the angular protrusion intersects the 
platelike element has a thinned cross section compared to the 
remaining adjacent cross-sectional thickness of the platelike 
element; as a result, in a simple Way, a Water de?ecting and 
drain edge for Water striking the ?rst side of the platelike 
element is created When the cladding element is for instance 
mounted essentially vertically. 
[0022] Since the cladding element of the invention is a 
mass-produced product, in other Words is meant to be capable 
of being manufactured simply and inexpensively in large 
quantities, it is advantageous to embody it as an extruded 
pro?le, for instance; by means of the familiar technique of 
extrusion, even complicated cross-sectional shapes, as for 
instance for the cladding element of the invention, can be 
produced quickly and economically and have high intrinsic 
stability. 
[0023] As the material for embodying the cladding ele 
ment, arbitrary suitable metal materials are possible, such as 
preferably aluminum or an aluminum alloy. Aluminum in 
particular, because the cross-sectional shape of the cladding 
element according to the invention has the advantage that, on 
the one hand, it can be highly stable, and on the other can be 
very light in Weight. 
[0024] HoWever, it is preferably also possible, to select as 
the material for the cladding element a plastic material, such 
as ?ber- and/or metal-cloth-reinforced material. In this case 
as Well, for producing the cladding elements, the knoWn 
extruded pro?le techniques can be employed; that is, the 
advantages of this production or manufacturing technique 
can also be exploited. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0025] The invention Will noW be described in detail in 
conjunction With the accompanying draWings, in terms of an 
exemplary embodiment. In the draWings: 
[0026] FIG. 1, in cross section, shoWs a cladding element of 
the invention on a scale of approximately 1:1; 
[0027] FIG. 2, in cross section, shoWs an enlarged vieW of 
the detail A of FIG. 1; 
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[0028] FIG. 3, in cross section, shows the detail B ofFIG. 1 
on a larger scale; 
[0029] FIG. 4, in cross section, shoWs the detail C ofFIG. 1 
on a larger scale; and 
[0030] FIG. 5, in cross section, shoWs the detail D of FIG. 
1 on a larger scale. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION 

[0031] First, reference Will be made to FIG. 1, in Which the 
basic makeup of a cladding element 10 of the invention is 
shoWn in cross section. The cladding element 10 shoWn in 
FIG. 1 is shoWn on a scale of approximately 1:1; that is, a 
possible embodiment of the cladding element in terms of its 
height and Width is equivalent to What is actually shoWn in 
FIG. 1. The length of the cladding element, that is, looking 
into the sheet or out of the sheet in terms of the vieWing 
direction in FIG. 1, can be selected arbitrarily, and lengths of 
one to several meters are possible for the cladding element 10. 
[0032] The basic element of the cladding element 10 is a 
platelike element 11. On the ?rst or front side 13 of platelike 
element 11, four angular protrusions 19 having an angular 
cross section are located, spaced apart substantially equally 
from one another. The angular protrusions 19, When the clad 
ding element 10 is applied to a building (not shoWn), point 
outWard and to the front, or in other Words to the left in terms 
of FIG. 1. It should be noted that depending on the siZe of the 
cladding element 10 and on the siZe of the selected angular 
protrusions 19, feWer or more than four angular protrusions 
19 may be provided on the platelike element 11. 
[0033] The angle 192 betWeen the tWo legs 190, 191 ofthe 
angular protrusion 19 is 120°, in the cladding element 10 
shoWn. The angle 193 betWeen the platelike element 11 and 
the adjoining connecting leg 191 of the angular protrusion 19 
is 60° here. It should be pointed out that naturally still other 
angles are possible, depending on speci?cations and the loca 
tion Where the cladding element 10 is used. 
[0034] On the platelike element 11, on diametrically 
opposed ends 15, 16, in other Words at the top and bottom in 
terms of the vieWing direction in FIG. 1, connection devices 
17, 18 are provided. The upper connection device in FIG. 1 is 
embodied as a strutlike protrusion 20 having a strutlike cross 
section. The bottom connection device 18 in the draWing is 
embodied in the form of a receiving part 21 of U-shaped cross 
section. The upper strutlike protrusion 20 is embodied as 
offset to the right, in terms of FIG. 1, in relation to the area 
formed by the second or rear side 14 of the platelike element 
11, the offset corresponding approximately to the cross-sec 
tional thickness 24 of the platelike element 11. On the free end 
200 of the strutlike protrusion, a thickened or offset portion 
201 is provided, that is, a thickened portion compared to the 
cross-sectional thickness of the strutlike protrusion 20; its 
signi?cance Will be explained hereinafter. 
[0035] The one leg 212 of the U-shaped receiving part 21, 
on the loWer side 16 in terms of FIG. 2 of the cladding element 
10, likeWise has a thickened or offset portion 211 on the free 
end 210 of the leg 212. The second leg 213 of the U-shaped 
receiving part 21 is embodied as very much longer than the 
?rst leg 212; the signi?cance of this characteristic Will also be 
described hereinafter in conjunction With the upper strutlike 
protrusion. 
[0036] On the aforementioned second or rear side 14 of the 
platelike element, a plurality of offset protrusions 22 are 
provided. These offset protrusions protrude substantially at a 
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right angle from the platelike element 11. In the embodiment 
of the cladding element 10 shoWn in the draWings, the pro 
trusions 22 are located such that they are diametrically oppo 
site the fastening regions of the angular protrusions 19 on the 
platelike element 10. In the region Where the angular protru 
sions adjoin the platelike element 11, a region 23 of the 
platelike element 11 is provided in Which the cross-sectional 
thickness 24 is thinner than the cross-sectional thickness of 
the remaining adjacent regions of the platelike element 10; 
see also the detail C in FIG. 4. 

[0037] FIG. 2, Which shoWs the detailA ofFIG. 1, and FIG. 
3, Which shoWs the detail B of FIG. 1, Will noW be described. 
FIG. 3 shoWs a formed connection, or a connected state, 
betWeen tWo cladding elements 10; in FIG. 3, the “upper” 
cladding element is shoWn in solid lines, While the loWer 
cladding element 10, of Which only the strutlike protrusion 20 
is shoWn, is shoWn in dashed lines. 
[0038] The height and thickness of the thickened portion 
201 of the strutlike protrusion 20 of the loWer platelike ele 
ment 11 and the thickness and height of the thickened portion 
211 of the one leg 212 of the U-shaped receiving part 21 of the 
upper platelike element 11 are dimensioned such that When 
the strutlike protrusion 20 is inserted betWeen the legs 212, 
213 of the U-shaped receiving part 21 of the upper platelike 
element 11, a slight elastic deformation occurs, that is, a 
spreading apart of the tWo legs 212, 213, so that the strutlike 
protrusion 20, or its thickened portion 201, of the loWer 
platelike element 11 can slide behind the thickened portion 
211, or in other Words farther into the U-shaped receiving part 
21, so that as a consequence of this motion, the tWo angles 
212, 213 return to their original position, and both thickened 
portions 201, 211 form an interlocked ?nal connection. In this 
position, as it is shoWn in FIG. 3, both cladding elements 10 
are joined together by nonpositive engagement. By means of 
an opposite force of suitable magnitude, exerted counter to 
the direction of the arroW 26, both platelike elements can be 
disconnected from one another again, With elastic deforma 
tion of the tWo legs 212, 213 of the U-shaped receiving part 
21. Thus the connection betWeen tWo adjacent cladding ele 
ments 10 is a nonpositive connection, Which can, hoWever, 
also be undone again. 
[0039] As already indicated above, the strutlike protrusion 
20 is offset, toWard the right in terms of FIGS. 1 and 2, from 
the area covered by the second side 14 of the platelike element 
11. The magnitude of the offset is dimensioned such that in 
the joined-together state of tWo platelike elements 11 see FIG. 
3ithe covered areas on the ends 15 and 16 of the adjacent 
platelike elements 11 are located in the same planes. As a 
result, an absolutely ?at installation of an arbitrary number of 
platelike elements 11 is possible. 
[0040] The second leg 213 of the U-shaped receiving part 
21 serves to guide and contact the strutlike protrusion 20; see 
also FIG. 3; that is, in the mounting of tWo adjacent platelike 
elements, the strutlike protrusion 20 needs to be placed only 
against the inner side of the leg 213 of the adjacent platelike 
element 11 and to be thrust in the direction of the arroW 26 
into a mutually interlocked position. 
[0041] On the second leg 213, on the side of the platelike 
element 11 oriented toWard the side 16, a groove 25 is pro 
vided, Which has the function of a Water drainage edge. 
[0042] If for certain purposes installations are to be made in 
the cladding element 10, openings (not shoWn) may be pro 
vided in the platelike element 11; this can be done on site in 
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the course of mounting the cladding elements 10, and more 
over is equally possible for instance for creating vent and/or 
ventilation openings. 

1. A paneling element for providing a front face for build 
ing structures, comprising a substantially plate-shaped ele 
ment, Wherein the plate-shaped element has connecting 
arrangements on substantially oppositely located sides, by 
means of Which respectively adjoining paneling elements can 
be connected. 

2. The paneling element in accordance With claim 1, further 
comprising a plurality of protrusions arranged on the plate 
shaped element and extending aWay from the one ?rst side of 
the plate-shaped element. 

3. The paneling element in accordance With claim 1, the 
one connecting arrangement is embodied in the form of a 
protrusion, Which is strip-shaped in cross section, and the 
other connecting member in the form of a receiving element, 
Which is U-shaped in cross section. 

4. The paneling element in accordance With claim 3, 
Wherein, for providing the connection, the strip-shaped pro 
trusion of the one paneling element can be releasably intro 
duced into the U-shaped receiving element of the paneling 
element, Which is arranged adjacent to it. 

5. The paneling element in accordance With claim 2, 
Wherein the connection betWeen the paneling element is pro 
vided at least in a non-positive manner. 
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6. The paneling element in accordance With claim 3, 
Wherein the strip-shaped protrusion of the one connecting 
arrangement has a thickening at its free end. 

7. The paneling element in accordance With claim 3, 
Wherein the U-shaped receiving element of the other connect 
ing arrangement has a thickening at its free end. 

8. The paneling element in accordance With claim 6, 
Wherein in the connected state of tWo paneling elements, the 
thickening of the strip-shaped protrusion of the one connect 
ing arrangement snaps from behind into the thickening of the 
one leg of the U-shaped receiving element. 

9. The paneling element in accordance With claim 1, 
Wherein the plate-shaped element has a plurality of protru 
sions, Which extend aWay from a second side of the plate 
shaped element. 

10. The paneling element in accordance With claim 1, 
comprising an extruded pro?led element. 

11. The paneling element in accordance With claim 1, 
Wherein the material of the connecting element is a metallic 
material. 

12. The paneling element in accordance With claim 1, 
Wherein the material of the paneling element is a plastic 
material. 


